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PRINGGO WIDYO LAKSONO 

Electromyography (EMG) signal mapping and analysis based on upper-limb 
motion for controlling robotic arm 
( EMG

) 

In an aging society with a declining birthrate, the use of robots in the welfare field has become an important issue. In this 
thesis, we focus on the EMG (Electro-Myo-Graphic) interface for a robot arm, and propose and implement a method of motion 
mapping for robot arms using EMG signals measured from upper limb movements in a minimum configuration. The proposed 
motion mapping method consists of (1) attaching EMG sensors directly above three kinds of muscles related to the elbow and 
shoulder (radial muscle, biceps brachii muscle, and anterior deltoid muscle), (2) measuring three channels of EMG signals for 
three kinds of joint motions (elbow only, shoulder only, and elbow-shoulder linkage) in units of motion, (3) performing feature 
analysis of the three channels of EMG signals for the three kinds of motions, and analyzing the results. (4) Construct the 
correspondence between upper limb motion and motor control using feature analysis and machine learning (motion mapping), 
and (4) Execute the 2-DOF robot arm. 

In the first experiment, it demonstrated that the feature analysis method to perform the motion mapping most efficiently. 
Specifically, five subjects performed three types of motions, and feature analysis on the three channels of EMG signals 
(verification of parameters such as band-pass filter, threshold, maximum value, average value, and area for myoelectric 
amplitude corresponding to muscle output) was conducted. As a result, the overall discrimination accuracy of subject 1 was 
83.3%, subject 2 was 80%, and subjects 3, 4, and 5 were 73.3%, 83.3%, and 63.3%, respectively. It seems that the integral 
EMG method, which applies a band-pass filter corresponding to the upper limb movement, converts it to an absolute value, and 
uses the area as the standard, has the highest accuracy.  

The second experiment investigated that the optimal configuration using machine learning, including feature analysis. In 
other words, using the same measurement experiment configuration as in the first experiment, a total of 48 models for feature 
analysis and machine learning by combining the findings of the first experiment with the feature analysis and machine learning 
methods obtained through an exhaustive survey of previous studies, ware constructed and were compare-verified their 
performance. The elements that make up the 48 ways are: measurement time partitioning, Teager-Kaiser energy operator 
(TKEO), feature analysis (mean absolute value (MAV), zero-crossing (ZC), slope sine variation (SSC), waveform length 
(WL)), machine learning (decision tree (medium), decision tree (fine), KNN (weighted KNN, KNN (fine)), SVM (support 
vector machine) (bagged trees and subspace KNN), and ensemble (cubic and fine Gaussian SVM). KNN (weighted KNN, KNN 
(fine)), SVM (support vector machine) (cubic and fine Gaussian SVM), and Ensemble (bagged trees and subspace KNN). The 
results show that the discrimination accuracy of all the methods ranges from 74% to 98%, and the processing speed is less than 
40ms. In particular, the model with TKEO and the machine learning ensemble (subspace KNN) showed the highest 
performance with a discrimination accuracy of 96.67, a recall rate of 99.66, and a precision of 96.99. In other words, the 
combination of TKEO and the ensemble (subspace KNN) achieved the most efficient classification of upper limb movements. 

In conclusion, it is confirmed that the combination of TKEO and ensemble (subspace KNN) is the simplest and most 
effective motion mapping configuration for 3 channels of EMG signals measured from 3 major muscles of the upper limb, and 
that it can realize elbow and shoulder motions with a discrimination accuracy of 96.67, a reproduction rate of 99.66, and a 
precision of 96.99. 
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